SUBJECT: REPORT OF RECOVERY OF TEAM 56

TO: HQ, XI Corps
APO 471
ATTENTION: RECOVERED PERSONNEL DET.

   a. Location. Camp located 300 yards west of Nippon
      Steel and Pipe Company, Ogimachi Steel and Pipe Company in
      Kawasaki-ishi, Asan District.

   b. Description of Camp. Camp was opened 10 Nov.
      1943 closed 31 March 1945. When the camp was closed all
      the prisoners were sent to Camp # 5. Before the camp
      closed there were 111 prisoners in the camp, 110 Dutch
      and 1 British. The prisoners worked in the above mentioned
      steel companies.

2. Records found
   a. None

3. Deaths in the camp
   a. There were 4 deaths in the camp, no record as to names or dates.

4. Summary:
   The Japanese commander of the camp was 1st Lt.
   Michihiko Ishige, NGO in charge Sgt. Keizaburo Onki and
   Sgt. Saburo Uchimi.
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